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Abstract: Isolating the zeros of a scalar function analytic on a disk by means of exploring function structure was 
shown to be very efficient (Klip, 1985). This will be exemplified in this paper on the hand of data obtained with 
certain test polynomials. It was shown by Klip (1987) that the structure of the zero curves for the polynomial leads to 
a new formulation of the location of the critical points. It will be proven that the number of critical points in a branch 
region of order m equals m - 1. Completeness of the tracing is an important issue. We give an account of the design of 
the completeness algorithm and discuss the role of a small listprocessing system in registering temporarily stored data 
as well as modifications of the pathways. 
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Introduction 
In an earlier paper [4] an algorithm for the isolation of the zeros of a scalar analytic function 
f, defined on a disk, was presented which is based on tracing the zero curves of its real and 
imaginary parts. The configuration of the zero curves is referred to as the structure of the 
function. We have proven several properties of the structure, in particular we showed that for the 
polynomial P of degree n the structure consists of n ‘r-branches’ and n ‘i-branches’, where an 
r-(i-)branch consists of a chain of Jordan arcs along which the real (imaginary) part of the 
function is zero. These branches stretch to infinity and have removable discontinuities at the 
connecting points of 2 adjoint arcs. These points are either zeros of the derivative f ‘, or multiple 
zeros. The algorithm is linear with respect to the exploration of the complex plane. In [4] CPU 
times needed for the isolation of the zeros of polynomials up to 20th degree are compared with 
data presented by Collins [l]. The ratio is roughly 100 in our favor. Contrary to alternative 
approaches, including the recent homotopy algorithm of Renegar [6], multiple zeros do not 
constitute an impediment to efficiency. 
As evidence of the efficiency we present in Section 1 the results of some test polynomials, most 
of which are taken from Jenkins and Traub [2], which paper can be considered a classic relative 
to the variety of cases with which an efficient algorithm should cope satisfactorily. 
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In a recent paper [5] we studied the structure of the polynomial in greater detail and noticed 
that it divides the complex plane into regions each of which contains the point of infinity on its 
boundary. These regions can be divided into two classes: in the regions belonging to the first 
class the function is univalent, in those of the second class the function is multivalent. The latter 
regions are the multiple inverse image of one quadrant of the function plane. They are referred to 
as branch regions, because they contain those critical points which do not belong to the structure 
itself. The central issue of [5] is completeness of the tracing, but as an interesting intermediate 
result a new theorem for the location of the critical points was found. In Section 2 this result is 
extended by an investigation of the total number of critical points in a branch region. 
It was shown in the quoted papers that in exceptional cases the tracing is not complete, which 
means that certain arcs may not have been traced. In view of the possible extension of the 
algorithm to more dimensions, we have implemented a ‘completeness algorithm’, with the 
property that it investigates completeness of tracing and dynamically establishes completeness in 
case incompleteness occurred. Its design is based on the theorem, proven in [5], that complete- 
ness as verified at the isolated zeros, implies completeness of the traced structure. This algorithm, 
whose main features were outlined in [5], is further analyzed in Section 3. Its recursive structure 
could be effected by means of a small listprocessing system VARLIST [3], which enables the 
programmer to project temporarily stored data into a storage location of variable length. 
1. Test results of the zero curve tracing procedure 
The data obtained with the test polynomials demonstrate that the effort as expressed by CPU 
times is inherent with the essential difficulty of the problem. If the zeros are appropriately 
spaced and the coefficients can be exactly represented in a single entity (2-word hardware) 
location, the program can be executed in double precision hardware (which corresponds with 16 
dec. digits on the IBM 4381 series). The feature of our algorithm that stepsize is dynamically 
adjusted, is mainly responsible for the reported short CPU times. Also, initial calculations can be 
done in single precision arithmetic, due to the self-correcting properties (see [4]) of the algorithm. 
This further enhances the efficiency. Also, in case of real polynomials the structure is symmetric 
relative to the x-axis (which is an i-arc), so that tracing only needs to take place in the upper 
halfplane. Real zeros are approached along a single arc, while each complex zero (with positive 
imaginary part) is found along 2 arcs. One is thus able to discriminate between a real zero and a 
zero with small imaginary part in this case. 
For each test polynomial listed we report maximal precision of the calculations (16h := double 
precision hardware; 20m := multiple precision software using 20 dec. digits), CPU time for 
complete run, accuracy of the isolated zeros expressed in number of significant digits. The 
problems P2, etc., are those presented by Jenkins and Traub [2]. 
(1) P2 :=n:",(z - i); 16h; 1.96”; 5. The ill-conditioning of polynomials with equally spaced 
real zeros is well-known [7]. The self-correcting properties of our algorithm allow for fast and 
accurate isolation of the zeros. 
(2), (3) and (4) demonstrate that clusters do not form an impediment to efficient isolation. The 
size of the cluster or the multiplicity of the zero determines the required ultimate precision. 
(2) P3 :=l-I;"=,(z - 5 do-'); 16h; 1.04”; 5. 
(3) Ps := (z - 0.1)4( z - 0.2)3( z - 0.3)‘( z - 0.4); 25m; 16.35”; 6. 
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ROOT NR 1 VALUE 0.1000008550448 D-02 0.1462684670873 D-07 has multipl 1 
AVERAGED OVER APPROXIMATIONS 
0.1000008550448 D - 02 0.1462684670873 D - 07 
ROOT NR 2 VALUE 0.9999993740414 D-02 0.1143410992337 D-06 HAS MULTIPLE 1 
AVERAGED OVER APPROXIMATION 
0.9999993740414 D - 02 0.114341099233 D - 06 
ROOT NR 3 VALUE 0.9999797771039 D - 01 0.1004125669284 D - 04 HAS MULTIPL 1 OR 3 
AVERAGED OVER APPROXIMATIONS 
0.1000070821210 D + 00 0.2047997887297 
0.9998726150115 D - 01 0.8699702092977 
0.9999958950901 D - 01 0.1937607009824 
ROOT NR 4 VALUE 0.1000006412037 D+Ol 0.1702661392637 D-04 HAS MULTIPL 1 
AVERAGED OVER APPROXIMATIONS 
0.1000006412037 D + 01 0.1702661392637 
ROOT NR 5 VALUE 0.1000007860356 D+02 0.1745961683246 D- 13 HAS MULTIPL 1 





0.1000007860356 D + 02 0.17459616832460 D - 13 
Fig. 1. P7 := (z - O.OOl)( z - O.Ol)( z - O.l)( z - 0.1 + Ai)( z - 0.1 - Ai)(z - l)( z - 10); A = 10-‘“. Printout of approxi- 
mations to the zeros using double precision hardware. CPU time 0.62”. 
(4) P6 := (z - 0.998)(2 - 0.99999)(2 - l)(z - 1.00002)(2 - 1.001); 20m; 6.18”; 2 6. One may 
save on total CPU time when isolating the well-conditioned zeros first, using low precision and 
in the next run applying high-precision only in a small domain which contains a multiple zero or 
cluster. 
(5) P, := (z - O.OOl)(z - O.Ol)(z - O.l)(z - 0.1 + Ai)(z - 0.1 - Ai)(z - l)(z - 10); A = 10-*“. 
Separation of cluster from remaining zeros: 16h; 0.62”; >, 5. This initial result is displayed in 
Fig. 1. 
(6) P,: (subsection) 30m; 19.64”; > 11. In Fig. 2 it is seen that the real zero is found once, 
the complex zero with positive imaginary part is found twice, as was explained above. 
(7) P9 := (z-l’- 10-20)(z10 + lo*‘); 16h; 1.08”; > 4. This example demonstrates that incon- 
gruity of the zeros is no impediment to efficient isolation. 
ROOT NR 1 VALUE 0.1000000000005 D +00 0.2570890968693 D - 11 HAS MULTIPL 1 
AVERAGED OVER APPROXIMATIONS 
0.1000000000005D + 00 0.2570890968693 D - 11 
ROOT NR 2 VALUE 0.1000000000006 D+OO 0.9950127509307 D- 10 HAS MULTIPL 1 OR 2 
AVERAGED OVER APPROXIMATIONS 
0.9999999999881 D - 01 0.9738840256266 D - 10 
0.1000000000023 D + 00 0.1016141476235 D - 09 
Fig. 2. P7 (see Fig. 1). The zeros of the cluster (in the upper halfplane) were separated by tracing a small subsection, 
using 30 dec. digits precision. CPU time 19.64”. 
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Fig. 3. P := (z - 1)2(z - 1 -0.01i)2(z - l.Ol)*(r - 1.01 -0.01i)2. The symmetry of the structure shows the accuracy of 
the tracing procedure. Calculations were done using 25 dec. digits. CPU time (including graphical display) 2’23”. 
(8) (z - 1)2(z - 1 - 0.01i)2(z - 1.01)2(z - 1.01 - 0.01i)2; (incl. graph) 25 m; 2’23”; > 4. The 
inherent symmetry of this polynomial, not ‘seen’ by the algorithm, is displayed in the graph (Fig. 
3). Four i-arcs (x = 0.005; y = 1.005; x +y = 1.005 + O.OOSi) are axes of symmetry. They 
intersect in (1.005, O.OOSi), which is a branch point of order 4. 
2. Analysis of branch regions 
If R is a rootbound for the polynomial P, the disk C := (0, R) is intersected 4n times by the 
2n r- and i-branches which comprise its structure. The interior of C is partitioned in regions each 
of which contains at least one segment of KY, the boundary of C. It was mentioned in [5] that in 
each region containing exactly one boundary segment, the function is univalent. The univalence 
of such a region, which is bounded by an r-arc and an adjacent i-arc which intersect (in a zero of 
P), is proven as follows. Since cc is an n-fold pole, the 4n r- and i-branches stretch to infinity 
under equal angles. Consequently, there is a Jordan curve <* in the w-plane, whose preimage 5 
contains C in its interior, such that a single-valued branch of the inverse function z = f-‘( w) can 
be defined in Ext <*. The corresponding region in the z-plane consists of any set of contiguous 
regions c Ext <, connected by an r- or i-arc. Each point wi on .$* is taken n times on each of the 
n segments of 5 which bounds such a univalent region of P. We prove that the univalence along 
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Fig. 4. Pairs of interesting r- and i-arcs (heavy solid and dashed curves) form a branch region B of order 5. The case 
has been sketched that the critical points are simple zeros of P’. After successive construction of the critical points 
z3, as explained in the text, the region containing the remaining zeros of P’ has been restricted to B, c B, 
?on:ded by the composite u-level arcs { y:, y,“}, { yis, yl} with u-values u2 respectively u3. If u2 < uj one finds 
along the i-arc j3 the intersection point with a u,-level arc, whose construction confines the location of zq to the region 
B, c B, bounded by 2 pairs of u,-level, i-arcs, which is a branch region of order 2 of P *(z) := P(z) - u3. 
the boundary of a segment of ,$ extends to K’. This follows from the fact that a u-level arc 
through a point zi of E in the direction of descent must intersect C, since a path of descent 
terminates at a zero or at a ‘branch point’, which was defined in [5] as an intersection point of 
r-arcs (or of i-arcs) and which is a zero of P’. Since C contains also the zeros of P’, the 
distinctness of u-values on a &segment extends to the corresponding segment of aC. One then 
observes that ( u 1 -values along the bounding i-arc are strictly decreasing (since a zero arc is a 
path of descent), as are 1 u 1 -values along each u-level arc. Thus for any 2 points zi # z2 in D 
holds P( zl) = u1 + iu, # u2 + iu, = P(zZ). 
Since the boundary segments of a branch region are disjoint, the class of ‘univalent regions’ is 
not empty. The class of ‘branch regions’ can be empty, as is the case e.g. in Fig. 3 discussed in 
Section 1, where the zeros of P’ are either branch points or multiple zeros of P. 
The order m of a branch region B was defined in [5] by the number of disjoint segments of X 
which bound B. In the absence of branch points on the bounding zero arcs, m is also the 
number of pairs of intersecting r- and i-arcs, so that a branch region of order m contains m 
distinct zeros along its boundary. A branch region of order 5 has been sketched in Fig. 4, where 
the pairs of bounding arcs are simple arcs and the zeros simple zeros. In Figs. 8 and 9 of [5] more 
complex branch regions were discussed for structures generated by our program for several test 
polynomials. It is emphasized that the angle under which an r- and i-arc intersect, equals 7/2k, 
where k is the multiplicity of the zero. We prove the following theorem. 
Theorem 1. A branch region B of order m contains m - 1 zeros of P’ (counting multiplicities) in its 
interior. 
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Proof. Although the term branch region suggests m > 2, it is convenient to allow the value 1 for 
m, so that a ‘branch region of order 1’ is a univalent region for P. The proposition is correct for 
m = 1. It remains to consider the case m >, 2, so that B is the multiple inverse image of, say, the 
first quadrant wi of w and u > 0 in B. According to Lemma 3 of [5] B contains at least one 
critical point. We first consider the case that the critical points are simple zeros of P’. Let zi be 
the critical point with smallest u-value, u = ui. Following the proof of the quoted lemma, it is 
seen that the inverse image of the subregion of wi bounded by u = 0, u = u * with u * < ui and 
its intersection with B consists of m disjoint regions, bounded by a pair of intersecting r- and 
i-arcs and one boundary segment of aC. For u = ui exactly 2 of these m regions have a critical 
point in common and one pair of (orthogonally) intersecting u-level branches u = u1 separates B 
in 4 sectors. In 2 of these (see si and s3 of Fig. 4) u < ui, so that the remaining zeros of P’ are 
located in sq and sq. One replaces B by B: and BT obtained by deleting from s2 and sq the 
(multiple) inverse image in B of the subregion of wi bounded by u = 0 and u = ui (in Fig. 4 
BT = sz). BT and B: are branch regions of Q(Z) := P(z) - ul. But Q’ = P’, so that P and Q 
have the same critical points. If m, and m2 are the number of boundary segments of B: and B: 
then m, + m2 = m and m, a 1, m2 2 1. The remainder of the proof is conducted by mathemati- 
cal induction applied to Q. Since the proposition is true for m = 1, we assume that it is true for 
m* < m - 1 and show its validity for m. This is trivial, since both m, < m and m2 -C m, so that 
the assumption applies to both regions BF and BT. These regions thus contain m, - 1 and 
m2 - 1 critical points respectively. By adding the isolated simple critical point zi one finds m - 1 
for the total number. It remains to consider the case that more than 2 level branches u = z.+ 
intersect. The intersection may constitute a critical point of higher order, or distinct critical 
points are formed (with the same u-value). Such a k-fold intersection generates k - 1 critical 
points, counting multiplicities. One can apply the same reasoning to each of the k subregions, 
BT,..., Bz which constitute the inverse image in B of the subregion u > u1 of wi. Due to the 
disjointness of the m regions of B in which u < ui, the sum of their orders as branch regions of 
Q equals m. Applying the induction assumption to each of the B,* one finds C mj - 1 = m - k 
for the remaining number of critical points. 
3. The design of the completeness algorithm 
Achieving ‘completeness’ of tracing (indicated in [4] by ‘uniqueness’) has long been a major 
goal. In the presence of branch points or ‘near-branch points’ (i.e. 1 u( zo) 1 small at a zero z0 of 
f’), a pathway may switch to a different arc, thus causing certain arcs to be multiply traced, 
while others are not traced. An ad hoc solution of the problem consists of utilizing the display 
option of the traced pathways and retracing a certain subsection in which the step-over occurred, 
as demonstrated in [4]. It was also argued in [4,5] that incompleteness of tracing will rarely lead 
to failure to isolate a zero at first pass, which makes the ‘main algorithm’ self-contained with 
respect to the more restricted goal of isolating the zeros. However, verification (or achieving) 
completeness is a unique way of proving correctness. The algorithm effects partitioning of C’ 
into cells of equal function quadrant. Prior to the investigation in [5] it seemed that a criterion 
for tracing a single arc was a necessity to achieve completeness (see [4]). However, as a 
consequence of the various lemmas on the properties of the structure derived in [5], such a 
criterion which required evaluation of successive derivatives at each step, has become obsolete. 
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Separation of pathways can be achieved by discrete steps, thus preserving the general character 
of the algorithm which is solely based on single function evaluations, and where stepsize is 
dynamically adjusted to the local structure. This is very important when considering optimality 
issues. 
Pairs of pathways whose coincidence was detected at their common zero are simultaneously 
retraced, starting from a certain vantage point, defined in [5], which ensures distinctness of the 
partially traced pathways. The separation process is conducted by means of stepping forward 
alternatingly along both arcs, relative to 1 u 1 -values ( 1 u 1 -values in case of i-arcs). The current 
pairs of triangles is bisected in case of intersection. Separation of the pathways on this basis is 
ensured by Lemma 6 of [5]. This separation process either leads to the isolation of a branch 
point, from where 2 distinct directions of continuation are selected and registered, or the locally 
converging arcs do not intersect so that separate pathways with smaller stepsize are constructed. 
This latter procedure is prevalent, since the occurrence of branch points is an exception. 
Maintaining and updating at each step a nested set of triangles for each pathway and eliminating 
the smallest of the set as soon as the arcs start diverging, is a feature which effects again 
adjustment of stepsize to local structure. Separation is accomplished if the original stepsize for 
the pathways prior to intersection has been restored. An outline of the completeness algorithm is 
given in Appendix B of [5]. The main theorem of the completeness algorithm was presented in 
[5]. It remains to prove that the discrete iterative retracing procedure cannot lead to a cyclic 
condition. 
Theorem 2. The iterative procedure of retracing pairs of coinciding pathways terminates. 
Proof. Let the paths for arcs b, and b, coincide. If after the separation procedure path 6, 
coincides with path b,, the theorem implies that the new path b, after its separation from b, and 
possibly additional pathways, cannot coincide with path b,. The proof is almost trivial, due to 
the findings in [5]. Corollary 2 implies that a step-over of pathways is confined to the particular 
branch region bounded in part by the traced arcs. Lemma 5 states that 2 pathways can intersect 
only once, which fact implies that a closed structure of arcs and pathways of traced arcs cannot 
exist. After separation of the paths for arcs b, and b, a coincidence of paths b, and b, may 
occur. Separation of these pathways must yield a path which cannot coincide with that of b,, 
because else, prior to the 2 separations, a closed structure of pathways and arcs would exist, 
contrary to what was stated above. 
The retracing procedure is embedded in a flexible administration facility, provided by the 
small (Fortran coded) listprocessing system VARLIST [3]. Besides accommodating pertinent 
data in list cells with dynamically assigned length, this system serves as a stack for the nested set 
of tracing triangles mentioned above. 
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